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  Investigating the validity of Muscle Response Testing:  1 
Blinding the patient using subliminal visual stimuli 2 
ABSTRACT 3 
Research Objective: To determine if Muscle Response Testing (MRT) can be used to distinguish lies 4 
from truths using blind test patients. 5 
Design: A prospective study of diagnostic test accuracy was carried out using MRT to distinguish lies 6 
from truth. 7 
Methods: Twenty practitioners who routinely practised MRT were paired with 20 blind test patients 8 
(TPs). TPs were asked to speak simple true and false statements about visual stimuli presented 9 
subliminally (at 20 msec). In the subliminal phase, pairs performed 20 MRTs and 20 Intuitive Guesses 10 
(IG), consisting of 2 blocks of 10 statements each. In the Supraliminal Phase, the same picture-statement 11 
pairs were repeated. The order of stimuli presentation was randomly assigned so that each pair was 12 
presented with a unique series of stimuli.  13 
Results: In the Subliminal Phase, MRT accuracy (as percent correct) was found to be 48.5% (95% CI 14 
42.8 – 54.2), which was no different from IG accuracy (47.8%; 95% CI 43.2 – 52.3; p=0.68) or chance 15 
(50.0%; p=0.59), and no different from MRT accuracy during the supraliminal phase (59.0%; 95% CI 16 
50.4 – 67.6; p=0.05). However, supraliminal MRT accuracy was significantly different from chance 17 
(p=0.04), indicating that the pairs could perform MRT proficiently.  18 
Conclusion: The main reason for finding no effect is suspected to be due to an inadequate subliminal 19 
methodology, a process which is quite complex. Other explanations of results include: (1) MRT is not a 20 
valid test when the TP is blind, (2) Blinding TPs during MRT will produce ambiguous or unpredictable 21 
results, or (3) Nonconscious beliefs cannot be elicited using subliminal stimuli. Future research may wish 22 
to focus on exploring these possibilities. More specifically, subsequent studies may wish to use different 23 
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methods to blind TPs, and establish whether MRT can be used to detect nonconscious processes, a 1 
generally held consensus among MRT practitioners.  2 
 3 
 4 
Keywords: kinesiology; muscle weakness; lie detection; deception; lying; arm; upper extremity; 5 
subliminal; nonconscious; preconscious; consciousness. 6 
 7 
1 What is already known about the topic 8 
• Muscle Response Testing (MRT) is used by over 1 million people worldwide, most commonly 9 
within the field of complementary and alternative medicine. 10 
• MRT has been shown to accurately detect lies using verbal statements in test patients who were 11 
not blind to the verity of the statements they were speaking. 12 
• In clinical practice, MRT is routinely used to detect “nonconscious beliefs” and to elicit 13 
information about a patient of which the patient is not conscious. 14 
• Nonconscious beliefs, for example, in the form of prejudice, do indeed exist. 15 
2 What this paper adds 16 
• Despite its negative results, this paper provides a methodological framework for future studies on 17 
MRT. 18 
• This paper discusses ways in which nonconscious beliefs may be explored using MRT in the 19 
future, taking into consideration its methodological strengths and weaknesses. 20 
• These results support the findings of previous studies in this series showing that MRT can be used 21 
to accurately distinguish lies from truth using supraliminal stimuli. 22 
3 Introduction 23 
Muscle Response Testing (MRT) is a common assessment method used in complementary and alternative 24 
medicine (CAM), and is estimated to be used by over 1 million people worldwide [1]. Types of 25 
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practitioners who may use MRT in a clinical setting include (but are not limited to): kinesiologists, 1 
chiropractors, osteopaths, psychologists, naturopaths and others – however, not all practitioners of these 2 
types employ MRT in their practices – only those who have pursued specific training in it.  3 
Many practitioners report that MRT is indeed one of the biggest strengths of their practice – because it can 4 
be used to pinpoint the source of problems quickly – and yet it is also one of the biggest weaknesses – due 5 
to its lack of scientific validation. Possibly because of this lack of validation, outside of the CAM arena 6 
and among those who have little experience with MRT, it is poorly understood and looked upon with 7 
abject skepticism – and perhaps rightly so. Despite its widespread use [1], in reality, MRT has poor face 8 
validity, and there is little evidence to support its use to accurately detect any condition; as such, there 9 
exists a considerable need for rigorous research in this area. This study is one in a series of studies 10 
assessing the accuracy and precision of MRT used in a specific way: to detect a false spoken statement 11 
(i.e. to distinguish lies from truth) – a target condition which is used consistently among MRT 12 
practitioners in many fields.  13 
It differs distinctly from the other two types of manual muscle testing (MMT) utilised in health care today: 14 
orthopedic-neurological style of MMT (ON-MMT) and Applied Kinesiology (AK) style of MMT (AK-15 
MMT). In ON-MMT, established by Kendall et al. [2, 3], a practitioner tests any muscle for the purpose of 16 
assessing its strength with the aim of detecting an improvement or a decline in a neuromusculoskeletal 17 
condition (e.g. polio, or neuropathy associated with spinal disc degeneration). Its outcome is rated on a 0 18 
to 5 scale (with 5 being normal). In contrast, AK-MMT, developed by Dr George Goodheart [4], is a 19 
binary test, meaning it only has two possible outcomes, conventionally termed “strong” and “weak.” Like 20 
with ON-MMT, with AK-MMT the practitioner also may test any muscle, yet the interpretation of the 21 
outcome of the test is not limited to the neuromusculoskeletal system; it is dependent upon the muscle 22 
being tested. For example, if the popliteus muscle is deemed to be “weak,” this may indicate the presence 23 
of a gall bladder condition, or alternatively any number of other unconventional conditions, such as an 24 
imbalance in the gall bladder meridian [5].  25 
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MRT differs from these other types of MMT, in that it uses only one muscle for testing – often called the 1 
indicator muscle – as opposed to testing all muscles of the body. Generally, in MRT the importance lies in 2 
what the practitioner is aiming to detect rather than the choice of indicator muscle (i.e. theoretically, any 3 
muscle can be used as an indicator muscle). Stemming from AK-MMT, MRT does share some of its same 4 
characteristics. Namely, MRT is also a binary test and it also tests for conditions beyond the 5 
neuromusculoskeletal system.  6 
During an MRT test, a practitioner applies pressure to the indicator muscle until s/he ascertains if the 7 
muscle will hold (i.e. tests “strong”) or not (i.e. goes “weak”) – usually within 1-2 seconds [6]. The 8 
practitioner tests repeatably to detect the presence or absence of target conditions (one MRT test per 9 
target), and the target condition can change from one test to the next. Examples of commonly investigated 10 
target conditions include (but are not limited to): stress, organ dysfunction, meridian imbalance, toxicity, 11 
hypersensitivity, and nutritional need.  12 
A key feature of rigorous studies of diagnostic test accuracy is the blinding of assessors to prior test 13 
outcomes [7, 8]. If an assessor (i.e. a tester or a practitioner) is not blinded, this can lead to an information 14 
bias, which may result in an overestimation of accuracy [9]. While much consideration goes into the 15 
methods for blinding assessors (in this study as well), little is written about the blinding of patients during 16 
the assessment of diagnostic tests. However, it is thought that response bias can be a genuine concern in 17 
clinical research [10-12].  18 
Response bias, defined as a tendency of participants in an experiment to consciously or nonconsciously 19 
act in a way that they think the experimenter wants them to act, often occurs when participants are aware 20 
of the purpose of the study [13]. Response bias may not be a potential threat in all studies of diagnostic 21 
test accuracy, but would be a concern when assessing those tests in which the patient has the ability to 22 
modify his/her response, such as when assessing MRT. There are ways to minimise the risk of response 23 
bias, such as not revealing the study aims to the patients being assessed. Another way is to blind the 24 
patients to the outcome of the test. These methods of blinding patients were incorporated in this study. 25 
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Previous studies in this series of diagnostic test accuracy studies found that MRT can be used to accurately 1 
distinguish lies from truth [14-16]. In the first study of this series, 48 practitioner–test patient (TP) pairs 2 
performed 60 MRTs with an accuracy rate of 65.9% correct, 95% confidence interval (CI) of 62.3–69.5%, 3 
compared to an intuitive guessing accuracy of 47.4% correct (95% CI 44.9–50.0; p<0.01). The TPs 4 
recruited into this study were all naïve to MRT, meaning no TP had any prior experience with MRT, and 5 
they were blind to the study aims and paradigms. The second study in this series was a replication of the 6 
first study, and used a mix of naïve and non-naïve TPs. Enrolled into this study were 20 practitioner-TP 7 
pairs, including some of the same participants from the first study. They performed 40 MRTs and 40 8 
Intuitive Guesses, and this study produced similar results (mean MRT accuracy 59.4%; 95% CI 54.1–9 
64.7; mean Intuitive Guessing accuracy 51.4%, 95% CI 48.3–54.4; p<0.01). In addition, the second study 10 
found no significant difference in MRT accuracy between pairs with a naïve TP and pairs with a non-11 
naïve TP. Notably, these two studies achieved similar, consistent and encouraging results regardless of the 12 
naivety of the TP. 13 
When attempting to minimise bias in a clinical investigation, it is especially important to introduce various 14 
levels of blinding in the methodology. In both of the studies reported above, the TPs were blind to the 15 
study aims and paradigms, and were muscle tested by a practitioner after s/he spoke a given true or false 16 
statement. While the practitioner was blind to the verity of the statements, TPs were not: they knew when 17 
the statements they were speaking were true and false. They were also not blind to the test outcome: that 18 
is, they could observe the outcome of the muscle test (as being weak or strong). Since TPs were not blind 19 
in these two fundamental ways, there was the possibility of them introducing bias during these previous 20 
studies. Ideally, to eliminate the likelihood of response bias, the TPs should be fully blinded to test 21 
outcomes. This would mean performing MRT after TPs spoke statements in which they did not know 22 
were true or false.  23 
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Therefore, the objective of this study was to determine if Muscle Response Testing (MRT) can be used to 1 
distinguish lies from truths when patients are blinded to the veracity of their statements. It is hypothesised 2 
that MRT accuracy when patients are blind will be comparable to when patients are not blind.  3 
4 Methods 4 
This study was a prospective study of diagnostic test accuracy. No participant was assessed prior to 5 
enrolment. This protocol received ethics committee approval by the Oxford Tropical Research Ethics 6 
Committee (OxTREC; Approval #41-10) and the Parker University Institutional Review Board for Human 7 
Subjects (Approval # R18_10). Also, this study protocol was registered with two clinical trials registries: 8 
the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (ANZCTR; www.anzctr.org.au), and US-based 9 
ClinicalTrials.gov. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants, and all other tenets of the 10 
Declaration of Helsinki were upheld. This paper was written in accordance with the Standards for the 11 
Reporting of Diagnostic Test Accuracy Studies (STARD) guidelines [7, 8, 17]. 12 
This study followed the same fundamental methodology as the previous studies in this series [14, 16, 18], 13 
with a number of modifications for subliminal testing. The primary change was to the stimuli presented to 14 
the TP: (1) a different database of pictures & statements was used, and (2) the size of the pictures, the 15 
location on the screen and the duration of presentation were modified for this study. 16 
4.1 Summary of Testing Methods 17 
Patients viewed a computer screen on which was displayed a series of pictures. In the first part of the 18 
study, the pictures were displayed subliminally, and in the second part, supraliminally. Patients were also 19 
given specific instructions to speak either a true statement or a false statement about each picture viewed. 20 
The practitioners applied MRT following each spoken statement to determine if it was true or false by 21 
using the paradigm that if the MRT outcome was strong, this indicated that the statement was true, and if 22 
the MRT outcome was weak, this indicated that the statement was false.  23 
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4.2 Participants and Setting 1 
Healthcare practitioners who routinely use MRT in practice were consecutively recruited as 2 
“practitioners” (n=20). In addition, a mixture of MRT-naïve and MRT-experienced test patients (“TPs”) 3 
were also consecutively recruited (n=20 in total). Direct contact (via email or telephone), social media and 4 
word of mouth were used to recruit participants, in November 2011, in the US state of California. 5 
Volunteers were eligible if they were aged 18–65 years, were fluent in English, and had fully functioning, 6 
painfree upper extremities. Volunteers were excluded if they lacked sight, hearing or speech. All 7 
practitioners, from any profession, who met the inclusion criteria were enrolled, regardless of the extent or 8 
breadth of their MRT experience.  9 
4.3 The Primary Index Test: MRT 10 
During any muscle test, a practitioner applied a force to an extremity which is resisted by a patient using a 11 
specific muscle. At first the patient holds the joint in a fixed position, commonly in partial flexion. Then, 12 
against the patient’s isometric contraction, the practitioner then applies pressure, typically into extension. 13 
In this study, practitioners tested the TP’s deltoid muscle (see Error! Reference source not found.). 14 
After performing the MRT, the practitioner, alone, decided if the muscle went “weak” or stayed “strong.” 15 
The amount of pressure applied often varies from practitioner to practitioner [19]. In addition, the location 16 
of the practitioner’s testing hand is inconsistent, but is routinely placed on the patient’s distal forearm, just 17 
proximal to the wrist joint. In this study, practitioners were asked to follow their usual clinical MRT 18 
practices.  19 
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 1 
Figure 1 – An example of Muscle Response Testing: A practitioner (right) performs MRT on a patient 2 
(left) – using the patient’s right deltoid muscle. 3 
4.4 The Reference Standard: Actual Verity of Spoken Statement 4 
The reference standard used in this study was the actual truth of the spoken statement, which was always 5 
definitively known. Further, it was presumed that all participants inherently knew the difference between 6 
True and False statements. Also, the true/false valences of the statements were randomly presented, with 7 
approximately half being true and half being false, with each pair being presented with a different 8 
sequence. 9 
4.5 The Testing Scenario & Participant Flow 10 
TPs viewed pictures on a computer screen which could not be viewed by practitioners. This study was 11 
broken up into two phases: (1) the subliminal phase, consisting of 2 blocks of 10 statements each of MRT 12 
and intuitive guessing (IG), alternating, and (2) the supraliminal phase, which consisted of 2 blocks of 13 
only MRT of 10 statements each. The subliminal presentation aspect of the design of this study were 14 
loosely modelled after a previous study by Miller [20]. 15 
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Immediately after viewing a picture selected at random by computer and displayed subliminally, the TPs 1 
were given instructions via an earpiece, and were inaudible to the practitioners. Therefore, both the 2 
practitioners and the TPs were blind to the verity of the statement. No one else was present during the 3 
testing. 4 
In addition, this study was broken up into 2 parts: (1) the subliminal phase, consisting of 2 blocks of 10 5 
statements each of MRT and intuitive guessing (IG), alternating, and (2) the supraliminal phase, which 6 
consisted of 2 blocks of only MRT of 10 statements each.  All participants were blind to study aims and 7 
were not informed of the proportions of true/false statements. Also, all participants completed the pre- and 8 
post-testing questionnaires. For the configuration of the testing scenario see Error! Reference source not 9 
found., and for the Participant Flow Diagram, see Figure 3.  10 
 11 
Figure 2 - Testing Scenario Layout: The Test Patient (red) viewed a monitor which the practitioner 12 
could see, had an ear piece in his ear through which he received instructions. After the muscle test, the 13 
practitioner (blue) entered his results on a key 14 
10 
 
 1 
Figure 3 – Participant Flow Diagram 2 
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4.5.1 Subliminal Phase 1 
The stimuli presented in this phase consisted of a picture, an auditory instruction, an auditory attentional 2 
prime and a visual attentional prime. The pictures presented were randomly chosen from a database of 40 3 
pictures which were different from those used in previous studies in this series. Also, they were presented 4 
for a much shorter amount of time (20 msec), they were presented smaller (no larger than 3cm x 3cm), and 5 
they were randomly presented around the screen (not in a central position like in previous studies). For 6 
examples of the visual stimuli, see Figure 4. These pictures were paired with simple auditory instructions: 7 
“Say, ‘I just saw a __________.’ ” 8 
 9 
Figure 4 – Examples of Visual Stimuli used during Subliminal Testing. (A), (B), (C) and (D) are 10 
examples that could have been presented to a Test Patient during either the MRT or IG Blocks. 11 
The attentional priming stimuli were added to encourage the TP to focus, to ready himself for the 12 
presentation of the subliminal stimulus. The auditory attention prime consisted of a 1-second “ding,” and 13 
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was immediately followed by the visual attention prime, an “X” positioned at the center of the screen. The 1 
TP was instructed to keep his eyes fixed on the “X,” and that the subliminal pictures would be randomly 2 
presented around the “X.” Following the subliminal picture, the “X” re-appeared. Essentially, the 3 
sequence of stimuli presentation was: [“X” – “ding” – Subliminal Picture – “X” – Auditory Instruction]. 4 
This was then followed by the TP speaking the statement, the practitioner performing the MRT and then 5 
the practitioner entering the result of the MRT, which advanced the TP’s screen to a rating scale. See 6 
Figure 5. Since conscious visual perception varies with different stimulus and situational qualities, it must 7 
be evaluated on a trial-by-trial basis [21]. Unfortunately, this type of rating scale employs subjective 8 
report, which, despite being widely used in consciousness trials, may not be ideal in this setting [22, 23]. 9 
Nevertheless, to appraise conscious perception, TPs were asked to rate how clearly they saw the 10 
subliminal picture using a 4-point Likert Scale, anchored with “0 = Didn’t see anything” on the left to “3 = 11 
Definitely saw it” on the right. Once the TP entered a number from 0 to 3 his screen advanced to the next 12 
series of stimuli. This sequence was repeated for 2 alternating blocks each of MRT and IG. Also, for 13 
examples of what a portion of the subliminal phase might have looked and sounded like to a TP, click 14 
here.a  15 
                                                     
a http://www.drannejensen.com/muscletesting2.html 
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 1 
Figure 5 – The Test Patient Picture Rating Scale. Following the MRT, test patients were asked to rate 2 
how clearly they saw each subliminal picture flashed on their screen using this rating scale. 3 
The 40 pictures were placed into a database, 20 of which were permanently allocated to the MRT blocks 4 
and 20 to the IG blocks. This made it so that all pairs performed MRT after the same 20 pictures, and 5 
guessed after the same 20 pictures. However, the order of stimuli was randomly presented using 6 
DirectRT Research Software (Empirisoft Corporation, New York, NY), so that each pair was presented 7 
with a unique sequence of stimuli. Also, the prevalence of lies was again fixed at 0.50, for both the MRT 8 
and IG conditions.  9 
4.5.2 Supraliminal Phase 10 
In the supraliminal phase, pictures were presented like in prior studies in this series. The same 20 pictures 11 
presented during the subliminal MRT blocks were presented again in a random order during the 12 
supraliminal phase. The size of the pictures remained consistent, and display location was assigned by the 13 
research software to be randomly presented around the screen’s center. Once a picture appeared on the 14 
screen, it remained until the practitioner completed the MRT and entered his/her result. In this phase the 15 
pictures were paired with auditory instructions of this format: “Say, ‘I see a __________.’ ” To keep some 16 
14 
 
uniformity between phases a “ding” was also sounded just prior to the auditory instruction. The sequence 1 
of stimuli presented during this phase was: “ding” – Supraliminal Picture – 3-second pause – Auditory 2 
Instruction. Then the TP spoke the given statement, the practitioner performed the MRT and entered its 3 
result, which advanced the TP’s screen to next picture-statement pair. In this phase, this sequence was 4 
repeated 2 x 10 times, with a short break in the middle (if needed). No IG blocks were included in this 5 
phase. 6 
The supraliminal phase was intentionally placed after the Subliminal Phase. One reason for this was that 7 
the same 20 pictures were used for both phases of MRT (i.e. MRT using subliminal pictures and MRT 8 
using supraliminal pictures), and a stimulus presented first may have had an effect on behavior that follow 9 
[24, 25]. For instance, presenting the pictures supraliminally first may have evoked a sort of Mere 10 
Exposure Effect during the subliminal phase, which may have impacted MRT accuracy [26]. Plus, if the 11 
supraliminal phase was presented first, TPs might have consciously recognised the pictures during the 12 
subliminal phase, which would effectively make them not subliminal, thereby negating the point of the 13 
study.  14 
4.6 Statistical Methods 15 
Based on a previous study in this series in which the accuracy of manual MRT for lie detection had mean 16 
66% and standard deviation 13% across participants [14], we estimated that a sample size of 20 17 
participants would have greater than 99% power to detect an overall accuracy of 66% compared to 50%.  18 
Error-based measures of accuracy will be reported as  overall fraction correct [27] – with the 95% 19 
confidence intervals (95% CI). All data were analyzed using STATA 17.0 (StataCorp LP, College Station, 20 
Texas), specifically the commands ttest and pwcorr, sig. 21 
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5 Results 1 
5.1 Participants  2 
Twenty unique practitioner-TP pairs were enrolled, including were 12 female and 8 male practitioners, 3 
and 12 female and 8 male TPs. Of the 20 practitioners, there were 16 chiropractors, 2 mental health 4 
professionals, and 2 other professionals. Ten practitioners were in full-time practice, and 10 were in part-5 
time practice. The practitioners’ mean (SD) number of years in practice was 22.2 (9.4) years. The mean 6 
age for practitioners was 53.5 (7.9) years, and for TPs, 38.5 (14.1) years (with 1 TP not responding to this 7 
question). For a summary of practitioner demographics, see Table 1A, and for a summary of Test Patient 8 
demographics, see Table 1B (both below). 9 
   Practitioners 
      (n=20) 
 Gender (M:F) 8:12 
 Mean age (SD) 53.5 (7.9) 
 Mean number of years in practice (SD) 22.2 (9.4) 
 Practitioner-type (n)  
    Chiropractor 16 
    Mental Health Professional 2 
    Other Professionals 2 
 Practitioner Practice Status (n)  
    Full-time 10 
    Part-time 10 
 Mean years of MRT experience (SD) 18.9 (8.9) 
 Mean hours of MRT/day (SD) 6.6 (7.8) 
 Mean degree of confidence in own MRT ability (pre-testing)† (SD) 8.0 (2.2) 
  Mean degree of confidence in MRT in general (pre-testing)†(SD) 7.4 (2.5) 
MRT, Muscle Response Testing; SD, Standard Deviation; Min, Minimum; Max, Maximum; M, Male; F, Female. 
†Measured using a 10cm Visual Analog Scale, from 0="None" to 10="Most Ever"   
Table 1A - Demographics of Practitioners. 10 
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   Test Patients 
      (n=20) 
 Gender (M:F) 8:12 
 Mean age (SD) 38.5 (14.1) 
 Previous MRT experience (Yes:No) 7:13 
 Mean degree of confidence in Practitioner (pre-testing)† (SD) 7.5 (2.1) 
  Mean degree of confidence in MRT in general (pre-testing)† (SD) 7.7 (1.9) 
MRT, Muscle Response Testing; SD, Standard Deviation; Min, Minimum; Max, Maximum; M, Male; F, Female. 
†Measured using a 10cm Visual Analog Scale, from 0="None" to 10="Most Ever" 
Table 2B - Demographics of Test Patients. 1 
Test Results 2 
Pairs took between 20 and 50 minutes to complete their participation. All pairs completed all testing in 3 
full. Aside from TP arm fatigue, there were no adverse events reported from any testing. All accuracies 4 
were normally distributed, so parametric statistics were used, mainly the Student t-test.  5 
5.1.1 MRT and IG Accuracies 6 
In the subliminal phase, the mean (95% CI) accuracy (i.e. overall percent correct) for MRT was 48.5% 7 
(42.8 - 54.2), and the mean (95% CI) IG accuracy was 47.8% (43.2 - 52.3), which were not found to be 8 
statistically different (p= 0.84). In addition, the mean MRT accuracy (48.5%; 95% CI 42.8 – 54.2) was no 9 
different from chance (50.0%; p=0.59). See Table 2 below. 10 
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 Index 
Test 
  Accuracy*  
  Comparative Condition n Mean (%) 95% CI p-value 
(A) 
MRT Subliminal Phase 20 48.5 42.8 - 54.2 
0.84 
IG Subliminal Phase 20 47.8 43.2 - 52.3 
(B) 
MRT Subliminal Phase 20 48.5 42.8 - 54.2 
0.04* 
MRT Supraliminal Phase 20 60.7 48.4 - 73.0 
(C) 
MRT 
TP reported guessing the 
paradigm - Subliminal Phase 
4 47.5 37.2 - 57.8 
0.79 
MRT 
TP did not report guessing the 
paradigm - Subliminal Phase 
16 48.8 41.6 - 55.9 
(D) 
MRT 
TP MRT-naïve - Subliminal 
Phase 
13 50.4 42.0 - 58.8 
0.29 
MRT 
TP non MRT-naïve - 
Subliminal Phase 
7 45.0 37.4 - 52.6 
(E) 
MRT 
TP knew Practitioner - 
Subliminal Phase 
3 48.3 29.4 - 67.3 
0.97 
MRT 
TP did not know Practitioner - 
Subliminal Phase 
17 48.5 41.8 - 55.3 
*Accuracy - as percent correct; MRT, Muscle Response Testing; IG, Intuitive Guessing; TP, Test Patient; CI, Confidence Interval. 
TABLE 2 - Comparing accuracies of MRT & Intuitive Guessing (IG). (A) MRT vs. IG 1 
during Subliminal Phase; (B) MRT accuracies during Subliminal vs. Supraliminal (C) MRT 2 
accuracies of TP reporting guessing the paradigm under investigation vs. not - during 3 
Subliminal Phase only; (D) MRT accuracies of MRT-naïve TP vs non-naïve TP – during 4 
Subliminal Phase only; and (E) MRT accuracies of TP who knew their paired Practitioner vs. 5 
those that did not know their paired Practitioner - during Subliminal Phase only. 6 
The supraliminal phase consisted only of MRT (no IG). In this phase, the mean (95% CI) accuracy for 7 
MRT was 0.590 (0.504 - 0.676), which was statistically different from chance (p<0.01). When the mean 8 
MRT accuracy during the subliminal phase (0.485; 95% CI 0.428 - 0.542) is compared to the mean MRT 9 
accuracy during the supraliminal phase (0.590; 95% CI 0.504 - 0.676), a significant difference was found 10 
(p=0.04). See Table 2 (above). 11 
5.1.2 Perceived clarity of perception 12 
Because perception thresholds vary among individuals [20], TPs were also asked to rate how clearly they 13 
saw each picture. Even for those trials that TPs reported seeing the picture somewhat clearly (i.e. rating of 14 
18 
 
2 or 3b), MRT accuracy scores were no different from IG (p=0.31) or chance (p=0.41). Comparing this to 1 
those trials where TPs reported perceiving little or nothing (i.e. rating of 1 or 0c), MRT accuracy scores 2 
were still equivalent to IG (p=0.94) or chance (p=0.46).  3 
6 Discussion 4 
This study failed to demonstrate sufficient MRT accuracy when patients were blinded to the veracity of 5 
the statements they were asked to speak. While the fundamental methods kept identical to previous studies 6 
in this series, important modifications were made in order to blind TPs. First, a subliminal phase was 7 
added which consisted of 2 blocks each of MRT and IG using subliminal visual stimuli, which was 8 
followed by a supraliminal phase in which the same pictures were presented supraliminally and MRT was 9 
again performed.  10 
6.1 Statement of Principal Findings 11 
The primary purpose of this study was to ascertain if MRT could distinguish between true and false 12 
statements when TPs were blind to the verity of the statements. The results showed that MRT could not 13 
make this distinction with the methods used. No other studies on MRT have included subliminal stimuli, 14 
but a number of studies have shown that affective responses can occur outside of conscious awareness [28, 15 
29].  16 
On the other hand, since the supraliminal phase of this study was analogous to the methods of the 17 
previous studies in this series, their results can be readily compared: its mean MRT accuracy was 18 
significantly different from chance, which supports the findings of previous studies [14, 16, 18].  19 
                                                     
b Ratings: 2 = “I saw the picture and I have somewhat of an idea what it was;” 3 = “I saw the picture and I am sure I 
knew what it was.” 
c Ratings: 0 = “I saw nothing;” 1 = “I saw something and I have no idea what it was.” 
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In contrast, our original hypothesis is not supported. The results of this study suggest that MRT cannot be 1 
used to distinguish false from true statements when TPs are blind to the verity of the statements they are 2 
speaking. To blind the TPs (i.e. to achieve a state where TPs were unsure of the verity of the statements 3 
they were asked to speak), pictures were presented to TPs subliminally. Despite the fact that perception 4 
thresholds vary among individuals [20], there was no significant difference in MRT accuracies in pairs 5 
whose TPs were also asked to rate how clearly they saw each picture. Even for those trials that TPs 6 
reported seeing the picture somewhat clearly (i.e. rating of 2 or 3d), MRT accuracy scores were no 7 
different from IG or chance. Comparing this to those trials where TPs reported perceiving little or nothing 8 
(i.e. rating of 1 or 0e), MRT accuracy scores were still indistinguishable from IG accuracy score or chance. 9 
This contradicts our original hypothesis that MRT accuracy when patients are blind will be comparable to 10 
when patients are not blind. However, the reason for this contradiction remains unclear. In summary, if a 11 
subliminal stimulus can produce a muscle response, these methods failed to elicit one that MRT can be 12 
used to detect. 13 
6.2 Possible Explanations of Results 14 
The fact that the results of this study were not what were expected merits reconsideration of the study 15 
hypothesis and methodology. During reflection, it seems likely that there are three primary explanations 16 
for these unanticipated results. The first is that MRT is not a valid test and cannot be used with any degree 17 
of accuracy. The second is that the blinding of patients during a muscle test will produce ambiguous 18 
results; in other words, it may be that unblindedness of the patient is integral to MRT success. Third, it 19 
may be that either nonconscious beliefs themselves do not exist or cannot be aroused using subliminal 20 
                                                     
d Ratings: 2 = “I saw the picture and I have somewhat of an idea what it was;” 3 = “I saw the picture and I am sure I 
knew what it was.” 
e Ratings: 0 = “I saw nothing;” 1 = “I saw something and I have no idea what it was.” 
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stimuli. The fourth explanation is that the methodology used for blinding patients in this study was flawed. 1 
Each scenario will be discussed. 2 
The first explanation is favoured by MRT detractors many of whom assert that MRT has no semblance of 3 
validity whatsoever and is an example of the unsubstantiated dogma which some alternative health 4 
movements propagate. While it is agreed that MRT may lack face validity, it is estimated to be practiced 5 
by over 1 million people worldwide [1], Despite its prevalent use, research into its validity is in its early 6 
stages. Nevertheless, a lack of evidence does not indicate that a test or intervention is not valid, it simply 7 
means that there is a lack of evidence and that research is needed. According to Bossuyt, evaluating a new 8 
test must be done in three stages, namely assessing its (1) analytical validity, (2) clinical validity, and 9 
finally (3) clinical utility [27]. Since this series of studies represents an attempt at answering the questions, 10 
“Is the test true and meaningful?,” these studies are evaluating MRT’s analytical and clinical validity. 11 
Because previous studies in this series using a similar methodology showed that MRT could be used to 12 
distinguish lies from truth with a significant amount of accuracy, this first explanation seems unlikely [14, 13 
16]. Nevertheless, further research is needed to evaluate MRT’s clinical utility. 14 
The second explanation that blinding test patients produces meaningless results is also unlikely. The 15 
reason for this is that in this and in previous studies in this series, similar and adequate accuracies were 16 
achieved in pairs whose test patients guessed the paradigm being studied or not (that is, some test patients 17 
remained blind and others did not). Future research may wish to further explore the concept of blinding 18 
test patients.  19 
The third scenario, that either nonconscious beliefs do not exist or are not aroused by subliminal stimuli, is 20 
also unlikely. Research from the field of social psychology has established that nonconscious beliefs do 21 
exists, for example, in the form of prejudice or mere exposure bias [30, 31].  22 
It follows, then, that the most plausible explanation for the results of this study is that a flawed 23 
methodology was used to blind test patients. It became clear that the way that the subliminal visual stimuli 24 
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were presented were indeed inadequate. The problem of using visual subliminal stimuli is that the 1 
Absolute Visual Threshold is dynamic: it varies with time, with choice of stimuli, with environment and 2 
by individual. The numerous factors that can influence the Absolute Threshold are outlined in Table 3. 3 
The methods used in this study did not address many of these factors, which would have adversely 4 
impacted the study outcomes, and is most likely the cause of the negative results. 5 
Furthermore, results of studies claiming to detect perception of subliminal stimuli appear to be 6 
inconsistent, and methods using visual subliminal stimuli in particular have a long history fraught with 7 
methodological difficulties [21, 32]. One reason for the difficulties may be due to the limited capacity of 8 
humans to report visual experiences, which many of these studies rely upon as a measure of perception 9 
(i.e. “Yes, I saw” or “No, I did not see”) [21]. On the other hand, this also begs the question: Is it possible 10 
to be conscious of something, and not able (or willing) to report verbally? Vermeiren and Cleeremans 11 
found that when participants lack confidence in their perceptual judgment, they are more likely to fail to 12 
report, a condition they call “the underperformance phenomenon” [33].  However, it is important to keep 13 
in mind that one can be conscious of something, and not be able to report or not willing to report. For 14 
further discussion about the verbal reporting of visual experiences, see Supplement 1.  15 
 16 
  Stimuli Characteristics Accounted for in this study: 
   Intensity or Brightness  No - varied 
   Field Brightness  Yes - held constant 
   Size  No - varied slightly, and may have been too small 
   Shape  No - varied slightly 
   Font & font size  Not Applicable 
   Relative clarity  No - varied 
   Context  No - varied  and may have been too busy 
   Interposition  No - varied 
   Presence of Emotional Content  No - not tracked 
      
  Presentation Characteristics   
   Display time  Yes - held constant 
   Display location in visual field  Yes - but varied and possibly detrimental 
   Time between stimuli  Yes - held constant 
22 
 
   Use of a prime or mask  No prime or mask was used, but may have been  
              unintentionally masked 
  Environment Characteristics   
   Lumination  No - varied 
   Distance from stimulus to fovea  No - varied 
   Monitor-type: CRT vs. LCD  Fixed - LCD (less optimal than CRT) 
   Monitor's refresh rate  No - varied 
   The presence of distractors  No - varied 
   Task instructions  Yes - held constant, but perhaps too demanding  
           to detect stimuli 
  Participant Characteristics   
   Attention  No - varied, not tracked 
   Condition or health status  No - varied, not tracked 
   Motivations or expectations  No - not tracked 
   Adaptation to the stimulus  No - not tracked 
   Previous exposure to stimulus  Yes - held constant; No previous exposure 
          
References:    
Levine M. Fundamentals of Sensation and Perception. 3rd ed. ed. London: Oxford University Press, 2000. 
Dehaene S, Changeux JP, Naccache L, Sackur J, Sergent C. Conscious, preconscious, and subliminal processing: a 
testable taxonomy. Trends in Cognitive Sciences 2006;10(5):204-11. 
Hecht S, Schlaer S, Pirenne MH. Energy, Quanta and Vision. Journal of the Optical Society of America 1942;38:196-
208. 
Levine M. Fundamentals of Sensation and Perception. 3rd ed. ed. London: Oxford University Press, 2000. 
Miller J. Threshold Variability in Subliminal Perception Experiments: Fixed Threshold Estimates Reduce Power to 
Detect Subliminal Effects. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance 
1991;17(3):841-51. 
Table 3 - Some characteristics that may affect Visual Absolute Threshold. 1 
 2 
In summary, it is suspected that the lack of significant results obtained in this study was mainly because 3 
the methodology did not present the visual subliminal stimuli effectively. Without more sophisticated 4 
measures, it would be difficult to determine if the stimuli presented in this study reached nonconscious 5 
(and accessible) processing. 6 
6.3 Strengths and Limitations 7 
This study would have been strengthened by a methodology which controlled all factors listed in Table 3. 8 
For instance, presenting the images centrally or randomly but consistently 20o right or left of center might 9 
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have improved visual perception [34]. Also, the Absolute Threshold should have been measured for each 1 
TP both prior to testing, and again at the end to confirm a degree of uniformity [20].  In addition, the 2 
stimuli display times should have been individually tailored for each TP. Another modification that would 3 
have strengthened this study could have been the use of a CRTf monitor, as opposed to using a laptop’s 4 
LCDk, as was the case in this study. This would have stabilised the refresh rate and eliminated the 5 
potential for timing errors for which LCDs are renowned (Michael Franklin, personal communication, 22 6 
August 2013). 7 
Furthermore, the study would have been strengthened by showing the pictures multiple times, randomly 8 
not showing a picture (e.g. showing a blank screen, similar to how the practitioners were blinded in Study 9 
1) and by using intermittent masking, such as with a checkerboard or a random dot kinetogramg (Michael 10 
Franklin, personal communication, 24 August 2013). In addition, the pictures chosen for the subliminal 11 
phase were too complex, and as such, would have required extensive perceptual processing to identify 12 
content [35]. Other studies have found mixed results regarding how picture complexity affects perception 13 
[35-38]. Nevertheless, perhaps presenting simpler images, such as letters, words or symbols, would have 14 
facilitated nonconscious processing. Plus, to ensure the stimuli were not consciously perceived, the 15 
addition of a "forced choice test" at the end might have also strengthened this study [39]. Alternatively, it 16 
might have been advantageous to use other types of stimuli, rather than visual, such as auditory or tactile, 17 
which seem to have more stable absolute thresholds [40-42].  18 
A major strength was its simple yet rigorous design. If the challenges associated with the subliminal 19 
presentation of stimuli could be resolved, we maintain that basic methodology which follows the STARD 20 
Protocol could be used successfully to assess the validity of other applications of MRT. For example, 21 
some practitioners use MRT to detect meridian imbalance. In this instance, the Index Test would again be 22 
                                                     
f LCD, Liquid Crystal Display; CRT, Cathode Ray Tube. 
g http://www.drannejensen.com/thelounge/Random_Dot_Kinematogram_(Elliptical).gif 
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MRT, the Reference Standard could be pulse diagnosis performed by an experienced Traditional Chinese 1 
Medicine practitioner, and accuracy could then be calculated in the same way as the methods of this study.  2 
Another strength of this study was that the data from the supraliminal phase confirmed the results of 3 
previous studies in this series. These studies have shown that using supraliminal neutral stimuli in a 4 
similar set-up, MRT is better than chance at distinguishing truth from lies [14].  The present study 5 
supports this finding, suggesting that MRT can be successfully investigated using rigorous scientific 6 
methods.  7 
Finally, this study may be criticised for its small sample size of 20 practitioner-test patient pairs, despite 8 
performing the customary sample size calculation using previous data. Therefore, future researchers may 9 
wish to consider these results when performing future sample size calculations.  10 
6.4 Unanswered questions and future research 11 
The primary aim of this study was to investigate if MRT could be used to distinguish lies from truths 12 
when TPs were blind to the verity of the statements they were speaking. To blind the TPs we chose to 13 
present to them subliminal visual stimuli and then asked them to speak basic true and false statements 14 
about the stimuli. Future research may wish to blind the TPs in different ways. 15 
Another important area of research on this topic is to investigate if prior MRT experience and familiarity 16 
between patient and practitioner influences accuracy. This study and previous studies in the series found 17 
no significant difference in MRT accuracies in pairs whose TPs were MRT-naïve compared to pairs 18 
whose TPs were not MRT-naïve, nor in pairs who were acquainted with each other compared to pairs who 19 
were not. These results seem to suggest that prior MRT experience (of the TP) and familiarity between 20 
testing pairs does not influence accuracy; however, this study may have been underpowered for these 21 
subgroup analyses. This is important because in an actual clinical setting, it would be typical for patients 22 
to have both prior MRT experience and be acquainted with their practitioner. Therefore, this would be a 23 
valuable topic for future research. 24 
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In addition, since there’s a consensus that MRT is used to detect nonconscious beliefs, future research 1 
may want to focus specifically on establishing the validity of this premise. In doing so, investigators may 2 
first wish to establish if MRT can detect nonconscious processes, and then if successful, undertake the 3 
challenge of determining if MRT can detect conscious beliefs. Finally, if both avenues are successful, an 4 
attempt at addressing the primary question is warranted: Can MRT be used to detect nonconscious beliefs?  5 
For a further discussion on the problems that arose during the implementation of this study, see 6 
Supplement 2. 7 
7 Conclusion 8 
While this study failed to confirm our hypothesis, it does confirm that the methods used were inadequate 9 
or inappropriate for the conditions under investigation. As such, it was a valuable exercise, and will serve 10 
to influence future research.  11 
The results failed to show a significant difference between MRT accuracy when the TPs were blind and 12 
when they were not blind, between MRT accuracy when the TPs were blind and Guessing accuracy when 13 
the TPs were blind, and between MRT accuracy when the TPs were blind and chance. The main reason 14 
for finding no effect is likely due to an inadequate methodology for presenting subliminal visual stimuli, a 15 
process which is quite complex. Other explanations of results include: (1) MRT is not a valid test when 16 
the TP is blind, (2) Blinding TPs during MRT will produce ambiguous or unpredictable results, or (3) 17 
Nonconscious beliefs cannot be elicited using subliminal stimuli. Future research may wish to focus on 18 
exploring these possibilities. More specifically, subsequent studies may wish to use different methods to 19 
blind TPs, and establish whether MRT can be used to detect nonconscious processes, a generally held 20 
consensus among MRT practitioners.  21 
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